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NEW INVARIANT EINSTEIN METRICS ON
GENERALIZED FLAG MANIFOLDS
ANDREASARVANITOYEORGOS
Abstract. A generalized flag manifold (or a Kählerian C-space) is a homogeneous space G/K whose isotropy subgroup K is the centralizer of a torus in
G . These spaces admit a finite number of Kähler-Einstein metrics. We present
new non-Kähler Einstein metrics for certain quotients of [/(«), SO(2n) and
(?2 . We also examine the isometry question for these metrics.

Introduction
A metric g on a Riemannian manifold M is called an Einstein metric if
Ric(g) = eg for some constant c. Einstein metrics are generally considered as
privileged metrics on a given manifold [Be, pp. 1-5]. In this paper we present
Einstein metrics for some examples of homogeneous spaces called generalized

flag manifolds.
Let G be a compact, connected and semisimple Lie group. A generalized
flag manifold is a homogeneous space M = G/K whose isotropy subgroup K
is the centralizer of a one-parameter subgroup exp tw of G. Here w is an
element in the Lie algebra g of G. A generalized flag manifold is also referred
to as a Kählerian C-space. We shall use this terminology from now on.
Equivalently, M is the adjoint orbit Ad(G)w of w under the action of the
adjoint representation Ad of G in g. It follows that the isotropy subgroup K
is the centralizer of a torus in G [B-F-R, Wa]. The Kählerian C-spaces have
been classified in [B-F-R and Wa]: there is an infinite sequence of homogeneous
spaces for each of the classical Lie groups and a finite number for each of the

exceptional ones.
It is known that each of these spaces admits a finite number of invariant
complex structures [Alek-Pe, Be, B-F-R] and that there is a one-to-one correspondence between invariant complex structures (up to a sign) and invariant
Kähler-Einstein metrics (up to a constant factor) on M [Be, Alek]. It is also
known [Wa-Zi] that for some of these spaces the normal metric is Einstein. In
this paper we present new invariant Einstein metrics for certain examples of
these Kählerian C-spaces. The presentation is organized as follows:
After reviewing in §1 the Lie algebraic description of the space G/K, we
describe in §2 the so-called t-roots which will enable us to reduce the number
of the unknowns in the Einstein equation. In §3 we describe (/-invariant metrics
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on M and in §4 we give a Lie algebraic expression for the Ricci tensor of such
a metric, which is a corrected version of the one in [Alek]. In §5 we present the
Einstein equation for the Kählerian C-spaces SU(n)/S(U(n\)
x •■• x U(ns)),
SO(2n)/U(ni) x •■• x U(ns) and G2/U(2) and give solutions in some cases,
and in §6 we examine which of the metrics obtained in §5 are isometric. We

obtain
TheoremA. (1) SU(n)/S(U(n\)xU(n2)xU(n3))
admits precisely four invariant
Einstein metrics (up to scale). Three of them are Kahler and one is non-Kähler.

(2) SU(n)/S(U(l)

x ••• x U(l)) (with « factors equal to U(l)) admits

precisely four invariant Einstein metrics if n = 3 and at least «!/2 + 1 + « if
« > 4. The n!/2 metrics are Kahler and the remaining 1 + « are non-Kähler.
Theorem B. SO(2n)/U(m) x U(m) (n = 2m) admits precisely ten invariant
Einstein metrics. Six of them are non-Kähler.

Theorem C. G2/U(2) admits precisely three invariant Einstein metrics. One is
Kahler and two are non-Kähler.

Explicit formulas for the above metrics can be found in §5 (Theorems 5, 7, 9,
11). Theorems A(l) and C have also been obtained by Masahiro Kimura [Ki],
using the variational approach of Wang-Ziller [Wa-Zi].
The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor Martin Guest
for his inspiring suggestions, as well as to the referee for his valuable comments.
1. LIE THEORETIC DESCRIPTION OF M = G/K

Since G is semisimple and compact, the Killing form

(X, Y) = txad(X)ad(Y)
of g is nondegenerate and negative definite on g thus giving rise to an orthogonal decomposition of g as the direct sum g —t © m. Here 6 is the Lie algebra

of K and m = Éx .
Moreover the tangent space TPM can be identified with m. This identification is given by

X e m, p e M.

X*(p)= ^(exptX-p)
1=0

For any vector space V denote by Ve its complexification. We fix a Cartan
subalgebra f)c of the complexified Lie algebra tc ; then the Cartan decompositions of gc and Éc are given as follows:
0C = ()C+^fl(a))
ae«

êC = ()C+ £
a£RK

fl(a)j

mC =

£

fl(a)

a€RM

where R, Rk axe the root systems of the pairs (gc, h,c) and (6C, hc) respectively. The root system R is decomposed as R — Rk U Rm where Rm is
called the set of complementary roots. The spaces g(a» are the 1-dimensional
root spaces whose elements Xa axe characterized by the equation [H, Xa]
= a(H)Xa,
H e i)c. We recall [Var, W] that for any root a we can choose
elements Ea e g(a) (a € R) which have the properties (Ea,E-a)
= —1,
[Ea, E-a] = -Ha , where Ha is determined by the equation (Ha, H) — a(H)
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for all H e hc, as well as [Ea, Eß] = NajEa+ß fox a, ß e R, a + ß e R,
with coefficients Na ß (structural constants). These satisfy Naß = 0ifa + ß £
R, Na,ß = -Nß!a,
N_a¡_p = -Na,ß if a + ß e R and Na¡fi = Nßt7 =
Ny<a if a, ß, y e R and a + ß + y = 0.
The real Lie algebra g is the fixed point set of the conjugation X + i Y t->

X + iY = X-iY in gc. This maps g(°>into g(-°) ¡Sa, p. 185; Var, p. 289] and
it is possible to choose the elements Ea such that Ea = -£LQ [B-F-R, p. 618].
Then {Ea + E_a, i(Ea - E-a)} span g n (g(a) 9 g(-Q>). Finally, let h = g n hc .
2. t-ROOTS

Having the reductive decomposition gc = 6c©mc associated with the Kählerian C-space M —G/K and the decomposition R = RkuRm of the root system
R, we set

t = Z(f) n h = {X e h : 4>(X)= 0 Vr>e RK}.
(Indeed, Z(tc) n h = {X e Ie : [X, Y] = 0 for all Y e tc = h © £ ^Rk C£¿} n
t>= {X etc : [X, hc] = 0, [X, E+] = 0 V<¿>
e RK} n h = {X e tc : X e
hc, 4>{X)Et= 0 V0 e RK}n h - {X e h : </>(*)= 0 V<¿e RK})■
If h* and t* are the dual spaces of f) and t, consider the restriction map

k : h* -> t*
a i-+ /c(a) = a|t

and set i?t = fc(.R)= k(RM) (note that £(/?*) = 0). The elements of Rt are
called t-roots.
To our knowledge t-roots were first introduced in [Alek-Pe], although the
above definition appears implicitly in [Sie]. The benefit from these is that
there is a one-to-one correspondence between t-roots x and irreducible ad0(Éc)invariant submodules Mf = £ k(a)=x^^» °f m° [^ie> A]. These submodules
are inequivalent, hence one has a nice description of invariant metrics and invariant complex structures on M [Alek-Pe].
3. Invariant

metrics

A C-invariant metric on M = G/K can be described by an adB(É)-invariant
scalar product g on m [Ko-No II, p. 200]. It is also standard practice for
convenience to extend g without any change in notation to mc. Let {coa : a e
R} be the vector space basis in (mc)* which is dual to the basis {Ea : a e
Rm} '■coa(Eß) = ôg . We fix a system of positive roots R+ — R^ U R^ where

R+ = RK n R+ , R+, = RMn R+ and set Äf = k(R+).
Proposition 1 [Alek]. Any real adg(tc)-invariant scalar product g on mc has

the form

g= Y, 8«ua v o)~a= Y ft
aÇRl,

xeRt

¿2

w" v w_a

a€/t_'(T)

where œ V p = \(œ ® p + p <8>
eo), ga e R+, and ga = gß if a\t = ß\{ so
the invariant Riemannian metrics on a Kählerian C-space M = G/K depend
(modulo the scale factor) on \Rj.\ parameters.
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4. The Ricci tensor and the Einstein equation
In this section we give a detailed proof of Alekseevsky's formula Ric(.Y, Y) =
txRxRy + tr Txy [Alek] for the Ricci tensor of the invariant metric in Proposition 1, and the corrected Lie algebraic expression for this in the case of a
Kählerian C-space. Thus the Einstein equation reduces to an algebraic system
of equations.
Let ( , ) be a C-invariant Riemannian metric on M = G/K and g the
corresponding scalar product on m. Denote by Sf(M) the space of all the left
invariant vector fields on M. Recall the map

g - ä?(M)
X»X*(p)=

j-(exptX-p)
al

i=0

under which we got the identification m ~ TPM . Notice that [X*, Y*] =

-[X,Y]*.

There is a 1-1 correspendence between ^-invariant connections V on M and
.rv-invariant linear maps A (connection functions) defined by
AX(Y) = (VX.Y* -LX.Y*)\0 ,

X,Yem.

Here o is the identity coset in G/K and Lz is the Lie derivative with respect to Z . The linear operator A^ is skew symmetric with respect to g i.e.

g(AxY,Z) + g(Y,AxZ) = 0.
The Levi-Civita connection V (compatible with the metric ( , )) satisfies
the equation

2(VX. Y*, Z*) = ([X*, Y*], Z*) + (Y*, [X*, Z*]>+ (X*, [Y*, Z*])
from which we obtain that

Vx.Y*\0 = -±[X,Y]m + U(X,Y)
where the operator

U : m x m —>m is determined by the condition

2g(U(X,Y),Z)

= g([Z , X]m, Y) + g(X, [Z , Y]m).

The operator A can also be written in the form:

Ax(Y)=l-[X,Y]m

+ U(X,Y).

For all the facts above we refer to [Ko-No II, pp. 191-201], [Be, pp. 182-183],
and [Gue, pp. 227-229].
For later use we need an expression for the vector U(X, Y) with respect

to the basis {Eß : ß e Rm} of mc. Let U(X, Y) = Y,cßEß. Then for any
YeRM

2cygy- 2g fe cßEß, E_y) = g([E_y,X]m, Y)+ g(X, [E.y, Y]m)
so

U(X,Y) = \ Y
ß€RM

^[g(Y,[E.ß,X]m)
gß

+ g(X,[E_ß,Y]m)}Eß.
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In particular
U(Ea, Ea) = V] —g{Ea > [E-ß , Ea]m)Eß
gß

= Y —N-ß>ag(Ea, E_ß+a)Eß = 0
gß
since —ß + a ^ -a. By a similar argument it follows that U(Ea, E-a) = 0.
For X, Y emc we define operators Rx,TXy in mc by

TxrZ = ¿{[X, [Y, Z]t] + [Y,[X, Z]t]),

Zexxf,

RXY = VX.Y*\0.

Thus Rx is determined by the equation

-2g(RxY, Z) = g(X, [Y, Z]m) + g(Y, [X, Z]m) + g(Z,[X,

Y]m).

Proposition 2 [Alek]. The Ricci tensor for the Ado(K)-invariant metric g is
given by:
Ric(X,Y) = txRxRY + txTXY,
X,Yemc.
Proof. The set {Fa} = {(Ea + E-a)/J2ga,
i(Ea - E-a)/yj2ga : a e RM}
constitutes an orthonormal basis for mc with respect to g.
By [Wal, Lemma 7.1, p. 288] the curvature tensor R(X, Y) is given by

g(R(X, Y)X, Y) = lg([X, Y]m,[X, Y]m)+ g([[X, Y]t, Y], X)
+ X-g(Y,[X, [X, Y]m]m)+ X-g(X,[Y, [Y, X]m]m)
-g(U(X, Y), U(X, Y)) + g(U(X,X), U(Y, Y)).
For simplicity we work with the associated quadratic forms. We compute the

left-hand side.

Ric(*,*)=

Y g{R{X, Fa)X, Fa)
aeR+M

= lYs([X'Fa]m,[X,Fa]m)

+ Ys([[X^a]t,Fa],X)

+ ¿ £#([*,

[X, Fa]mU, Pa) + ¿5>([fa,

[Fa, X]m]n , X)

-Yg(U(X,

Fa), U(X,Fa) + Ys(^(X,X),

U(Fa,Fa)).

For the right-hand side we need to compute txRx2 and tr Txx . For the latter,
using the invariance of g we have

tr Txx = Y S([x. I*. Fa]t ,Fa) = Y ^,

[[X, Fa]t, Fa]).

For Rx we have
Rx = -\[X,
= \[X,
= AX-[X,

]m+ U(X,
]m + U(X,
]m

)
)-[X,

]m
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thus

txRx2=txAx2

+ tx[X,

]J-2trAx[X,

]m

= - Y S(^XFa , AxFa) + Y Sil*. [X, Fa]m]m, Fa)
+ 2Yg([X,Fa]m,*xFa)

=-Y*

(\ix ' F°J»+u(x ' F°)' \w ' ^í» + u(x ' ^))

+ 2Y8 ([X, Fa]m,l-[X, Fa]m+ U(X,Fa)^j

= -\YMX>

F^,[X, Fa]m)-Yg(U(X, Fa), U(X,Fa))

-Yg([X,Fa]m,U(X,Fa))

+ Yg([X,[X,Fa]mU,Fa)

+ Yg(\.X,Fa]mAX,Fa]m)

+ 2Yg([X,Fa]m]m,U(X,Fa))

= lYs([X,Fa]m,[X,Fa]m)-Yg(U(X,Fa),U(X,Fa))
+ Yg(lX, Fa]m,U(X, FQ))+ Yg([X, [X, Fa]m]m
, Fa)
^lYs([X,Fa]m,[X,Fa]m)-Ys(U(X,Fa),U(X,Fa))
(using the formula for g(U(X, Y), Z))
+ \ Ys([[X,

Fa]m, X]m , Fa) + ^Yg(x>

il** Fa]m, Fa]m)

+ Ygttx>ix>F°^>F¿

= lYs(íX,Fa]m,[X,Fa]m-Yg(U(X,Fa),U(X,Fa))
+ \Ys{{X,

[X, Fa]m]m,Fa) +X-Yg(X,

[[X,Fa]m,Fa]m).

If we sum tri?^. and tr^To- we get the left-hand side, and the proof will have
been completed, provided we show that £ g(U(X, X), U(Fa, Fa)) = 0.
Now, U(Fa,Fa)
= 0 since this reduces to computing U(Ea,Ea)
and
U(Ea, E-a), which are zero as shown before.
The Ricci tensor is now determined by its value on the basis {Ea : a e Rm}-

Proposition 3. The Ricci tensor for an invariant Riemannian metric g described
in the previous section is given by
Ric(Ea,Eß)

= 0,

a,ßeRM,a

RiC(Ea,E-a) = (<*,<*)+4>€RK
Y Nl*+J
a+<t>eR

where RM = RM - k~x(k(a)).

1

+ ß $ RM,
A2

Y -^rtä-iga+ß-gß)2)
ß£R'M Sa+'iSß
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Remarks, (a) The restriction in the second sum above, comes from the fact
that if ß e k~x(k(a)), then a + ß i Rm ■ (Indeed, if a + ß e RM, then
k(a + ß) e Rt ; but k(a + ß) = k(a) + k(ß) = 2k(a) which is not a t-root.)
(b) The Einstein equation Ric(g) = eg reduces to an algebraic system of
\Rj-\ equations with \Rj.\ + 1 unknowns, namely gT (t e Rj.) and c. Since
Ric(kg) = Ric(g) we can normalize either one of the ga or c to 1, so essentially
we get \Rj.\ equations with \R^\ unknowns.
Proof. The first part is direct from the relation [Ea, Eß] = 0 if a + ß $ RM ,
Proposition 2 and the definitions of TXy and Rx .
For the second, fix an Ea in mc. Then for any operator T on mc (using
the orthonormal basis {Fa})

txT=

Y

~g(T(Ea),E-a).

a£Ru

By Proposition

trTEaE_a=

°"

2, we need to compute tr7£^_a

Y

and txREaRE_a. We have

—g(TEaE-a(Eß),E-ß)

ß€RM 8ß

= ïY
—g(íE<*
>iE-<*
' Eß]t]>E-ß)
L
gß
+ ^Y^S([E-a,[Ea,Eß]t],E_ß)
= ~—g([Ea,
1 ga

[£-„,£Ji],f-„)

+ ;y-g([£„,

[E-a, Eß]t],E_ß)

z 77 gß
ßra

+ - — g([E-a,

+5 Y
1 tr

[Ea, E_a]t],

—g([E-a,[Ea,
gß

= z—g([Ha,Ea],E-a)+~

Ea)

Eß]t], E_ß)
Y —g([Ea,

Lga

N_a,ßE_a+ß],

E_ß)

Z ßjta 8ß

(assuming -a
+ ~—g{-[Ha,E-a],Ea)

+ ß = cpeRK,

+ z Y

Lga

L ßt-a

= z—g(a(Ha)Ea,E-a)

+ - Y

8a

— g([E-a , Na, ßEa+ß] , E_ß)
8ß

~a-g^E<*

' N~<*•«+<PE^>E-(a+4>))

<t,£RK ga+*

+ ~— g(a(Ha)E-a,

Ea)

¿ ga
"+" n.

/

y

2 vZRk 8a+v

gil^-

—Q > "a

, -(a+l//)^

a-\- ß — y/ e Rk)

— y/i , E-a+l//)
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(a, a)
- -~-1-9-r-

(a, a)

1 ^-^ 1
-= 2_j —-A_a,a+4>Aa,4>g(Ea+<l>,
ri

+ ^ ¿^
A

~

y, gc+V

= (a,a)+

"a,-(,a+y>)-N-a,

Y

¿-(a+0))

ga+4>

-y/g(E-(a+i//)

, La+y/)

N-a,a+<t>Na,<p
= (a,a)+

c/>eRK

Y Na,<p<t>£RK

a+4>£R

We now come to txREaRE_a. Using a similar argument as for U(X, Y) we

get that

R*Y= -\ Y h8^X> Y]"' E-r)+ 8^X>[y ' E-y^
yeRM8y

+ g(Y,[X,E_y]m)]Ey.

Replacing X by Z, Y by Ey, and Ey by Es, gives

RzEy = --

Y —lgtiz ' Ey]m, Es) + g(Z , [Ey, E_s]m)
2seRMgâ

+ g(E?,[Z,E-sU)]Es.
Applying Rz to RXY we get

RzRXY=j

Y

-^-[g([X,Y]m,E-y)

*y,ô€RM8y8s

+ g(X,[Y,E^y]m)

+ g(Y,[X,E.y]m)]
x [g([Z , Ey]m , E_s) + g(Z , [Ey, E_s]m) + g(Ey, [Z , E_s]m)]Eô.

Thus

tr REaRE_a= Y

^-g(REaRE-a(Eß),E-ß)

ßeRM 8ß

= äY
„ „ „ {g([E-a , Eß]m , E-y) + g(E-a, [Eß , E-y]m)
ß,y,s 8ßgy8s
+ g(Eß, [E-a,E-y]m)}
x {g([Ea, Ey]m , E-S) + g(Ea , [Ey, E_s]m)

+ g(Ey, [Ea, E_s]m)}g(Es,

= aY -T-r{N-a,ßg(E-a+ß
ß,ygßgy

, E-y) + Nß,_yg(E-a , Eß_y)
+ N-a,-yg(Eß,E^a-y)}

X {Ara,yg(Ea+y,

E_ß) + Ny ,_ßg(Ea

, Ey_ß) + Na,_ßg(Ey

, Ea-ß)}

E-ß)
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= T / _, ~
~\^'—a,a+ygy
4 y ga+ygy

"I" ™a+y,—yga

"+"-"—a, -yga+y)

X (Na,yga+y

= jY
H

1-—(Nß,aga+ß
g

4

+ Ny^^+yjga

+ Na,-(a+y)gy)

- Alß,-(a+ß)ga ~ Na,-{a+ß)gß)

ga+ßgß

X (K+ß,-agß

= jY

989

1,-—(-Na,ßga+ß

ß

ga+ß

, gß

- K+ß,-ßga

- K,ßga + Na,ßgß)
X (N_a-ßgß

1 V^ —Aa ßN_a

4d ¿^-a
ß

ga+ßgß

a

-ß /
'

- N_a,-ßga+ß)

+ N_ai_ßga

- N_a,-ßga+ß)

w

(ga + ga+P

~ gß>(ga

\
~ ga+ß

+ gß>

¿CÄ«-^'-"'2'
5. Solutions

of the Einstein equation

for certain

Kählerian

C-spaces

In this section we present the Einstein equation for certain Kählerian Cspaces and in some cases we give explicit solutions. Here we would like to
mention that in the process of solving the systems of the Einstein equations to
be presented below, we include the Einstein constant in the equations, but then
rescale in order to present the solutions (up to scale) in a simple form.

(A) The space SU(n)/S(U(ni)x---xU(ns)),

n = Yn¡i=\

A Cartan subalgebra for the complexification of the Lie algebra su(n) consists
of the diagonal matrices

l)c = ldiag(el,e2, ... ,e„) e¡eC,

]Te, = oL

The root system has the form R = {e, - e; : i ^ j} and the positive roots
may be chosen as R+ — {e, - e, : / < j} . For convenience we set
ea = sni+...+n¡_í+a,

i = I, ... , s,

a = 1, ... , «,.

Then the root system for the complexification of the subalgebra denoted by
t = s(u(«i) x ••• x u(«s)) is RK = {s'a - e'b ■ 1 < a ^ b < «,}.

R+ = {e'a-eib:l<a<b<ni;eia-eJb:
«,},

RM = {sa -eJb:i<

i<j},

So we get

R+K= {e< -e'b : 1 < a < b <

j} .

The center of t as a subalgebra of hc is of the form
diag(e',

... ,sx ,e2, ... ,e2, ... ,es, ... ,es)

(where e' appears «, times, i = I, ... , s) hence the number of the positive
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t-roots (by restricting the roots e'a - eJb) is js(s - 1).
The Killing form for SU(n) is (X, Y) = 2n\xXY, we have (a,a) = \/n
for all roots a, and root vectors Ea that satisfy (Ea, E-a) = -1 are of the
form E'A = E ;_j/sjln
where E._,
is the root vector corresponding to the
root fi¿-e¿. The structural constants are all equal to \/\[2~n~. From Proposition
3 we get

«*A, eu = i h-«t^pí +¿ E ^<4 - te - ft,)2)
where gij = g(£¿¿, EJ¿), 1 < i < ; < n.
Proposition 4 [Alek]. For the space SU(n)/S(U(ni)
equation reduces to the system

(*)

x ■■■x U(ns)) the Einstein

m+ nj + - Y -^(gfj - (ga- gji)2)= g'j
L w.j

gilgj!

of js(s - 1) equations with U(s - 1) unknowns g¡j .

For s = 3 we get
Theorem 5. The space SU(n)/S(U(n\)
x U(n2) x U(n3)) admits (up to scale)
precisely four invariant Einstein metrics:
(a) #i2 = «i +n2,

gi3 = ni+2n2

(b) gn = «i +«2 + 2«3,

+ n3,

£i3 = "i-r-H3,

g23 = n2 + n3,
£23 = n2 + «3 ,

(c) gn = ni + n2,

gn = ni+n3,

g23 = 2«! + n2 + n3,

(d) gn = «i +«2,

£i3 = "i+"3,

g2i = n2 + n3.

The solutions (a)-(c) are Kahler metrics and (d) is non-Kähler. Notice that if
m = «2 = «3 then (d) is Wang-Ziller's normal Einstein metric.
(B)

The space SU(n)/S(U(\)x---xU(\))

(n factors equal to U (I)).

Everything said in case (A) applies here so we only set E'J = EEi-Ej and «, =
«j: = 1 in (*) to obtain
Proposition 6. For the space SU(n)/S(U(l)
reduces to the system

x ■■■x U(l)) the Einstein equation

2+? Y ^^-(gfj - (gn- gß)2)= su
i&j giigj<
of \n(n - 1) equations with \n(n - 1) unknowns g¡j.

It is known [W-Z] that besides the Kähler-Einstein metrics the above spaces
admit the normal metric on M = G/K (this is the canonical metric on a
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homogeneous space which is induced by minus the Killing form of g restricted
to m) as Einstein. This is given by setting all the numbers gtj equal. The exact
number of Einstein metrics for any « is not known in general though. We only
get the following result:

Theorem 7. The space SU(n)/S(U(l) x ■■■
x U(l)) for « = 3 admits (up to
scale) the normal and the Kähler-Einstein metrics and for « > 4 admits at least
«!/2 + 1 + « Einstein metrics. The «!/2 metrics are Kähler-Einstein, one is the
normal metric and the remaining « are given explicitly as follows:
gsi = gsj = « - 1,

gk¡ = n+l,

k,l¿s

i^s,

j ¿s,

(\<s<n).
s

(C) The space SO(2n)/U(n{) x ■■■
x U(ns),

n = Yn'i=l

A Cartan subalgebra for the complexification of the Lie algebra so(2«) is of
the form
hc = {diag(ei, -ei, ... , e„ , -e„) e, e C}.
The root system has the form

R = {±(e¡ - 6j) : 1 < i < j < «} u {±(e, + e,) : 1 <i<j<

«}

and the positive roots may be chosen as the forms R+ = {e, - s}■: 1 < i <
j < «} U {e, + ß; : 1 < i < j < «}. The root system for the subalgebra
6C = u(«i) x • • • x u(ns) is RK = {e'c- e'd : 1 < c ^ d < «,}, thus we have RM =
{e'a - eJb, ea + eJb:i<j,ea

+ £b: a < b} and R+K= {e'c- e'd : 1 < c < d < «,}.

The center of Éc as a subalgebra of hc has the form
diag(e',

-e1, ... , e1, -e1, ... , es, -es, ... , es, -es),

e' eC,

(where e' appears «, times, i = I, ... , s) hence by restricting the roots e'a-eJb
(i < j), e'a + eJb (i < j),
ea + e[ (a < b) in Z(ec) we get ±s(s - 1) +
js(s — I) + s = s2 positive

t-roots.

The Killing form for SO(2n) is (X, Y) = 2(n-\)trXY
for all roots a, and root vectors Ea satisfying

, (a,a)

(Ea, E_a) = -1

{\y/h-=r\)Eei_e¡i, F¡Í = (í2Vh-^í)Ee¡a+ei, Gab = (Iv^T)££,+£,

= \(n-

1)

are E'Jb =

; the struc-

tural constants have absolute value \\Jn - 1. The calculation of the Ricci
tensor is more laborious in this example due to the three "kinds" of roots. We

obtain:
l£>,j

+ 8(íi-1) f¡,h¡ (««"(A"*/) >•
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"*ä .fù-sahn*%^ +iürrijE ¡fei«- <*- ^)2)
+ s^£¿«í-«--^)
/*/,;
1/ — 1 , j-2

8(»-i)TT^aA-

/ 2

i. \^

7"

+ gJ
x,1^--^--^)2),
8(«-l) n! gijhj"»

*WL. ^) = ^

+^

where ftj- = g(Ea{, E¡a),

8(GL>Gba)> !<'"<*.

+^

E ^(*? - (A.- fur
w

fu = g(Fa¡,F¿a)

(1 < / < j < s),

ht =

Weget

Proposition 8. For the space SO(2n)/U(n\) x • • • x U(ns) the Einstein equation
reduces to the following system of s2 equations with s2 unknowns g¡j, fij, «, :

»'+»j+\ I E r7-(«í - (ft/- ft/)2)+ E 77r(«i - c/î»
- y;-/)2)
+ lijh7{g^ ~{flJ~h,)2)+ MT(^

*+"/4

"( ^ " *')2)( = ^ '

E ttf7(^ -<*«- ^)2)+ E rtyh - (fn- gß)2)
[i¿ijg'igji

+ Sf(^

i¿i,jJ<igJi

"{8lJ~hi)1)+ l¡Jhjif^ ~{8i}'hj)2) } = flJ'

f.\i\
2(n' - !) + E _"/
irr^2iu2 - ,«...
(ft/ - ^/)2)
= h>-

T?:
t*i gil Jit

For 5 = 2 and «i = n2 = m the system has four unknowns f, g ,h\,h2.

Theorem 9. The space SO(2n)/U(m) x U(m) (where n - 2m) admits (up to
scale) precisely ten invariant Einstein metrics, explicitly given as follows:
i \ /u\ i.
i e
2m-l±
(a)-(b)
A,= hL = 1,
f=g =-^—^-

, . ....

(c)-(d)

y/2m-

1

7m3 - m2 - 3m + 1 ± 2(2m - l)-v/2m(-m3 + 7m2 - 5m + 1)

«2 = --^-

V

V2-'-

(m - l)(3m - 1)

g = \J2(m^T)h2>f=g> Al= 1'
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. . ,_ ,
(e)"(^

7m3 - m2 - 3m + 1 ± 2(2m - \)J2m(-mi
.w!
n2(m - l)(3m - l)
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+ lm2 - 5m + 1)

hx =-1

g = ^2(m^T)hl'
(g)g = m, «]=(m-l),
(h)g = m, hx=(3m-\),

(i)g = (2m-\),
Q)g = {2m-l),

f = g> Ä2= l'
f=(2m-l),
f=(2m-l),

h2 = (3m-\),
h2 = (m-l),

hi = (3m-I), f=m, h2= (m-l),
hx=(m-\),
f=m, h2 = (3m-\).

The metrics (%),(h), (i) a«¿ (j) are Kahler and the remaining six are non-Kähler.

(D) The space G2/U(2)
A Cartan subalgebra of the complexification of the Lie algebra G2 consists of
matrices of the form

f)c = {diag(0, ei, e2, e3, -e[, -e2, -e3), e¿ G C, E e<= °}
(usually viewed as a subalgebra of so(7)).
The root system has the form R = {±ex, ±e2, =f(£i + £2), ±(fii - £2),
±(2e. +£2), ±(£j +2f2)}, and R+ = {«, -£2},

RM = {fii, e2, -(ei +e2), (2ex +

£2), (ei + 2e2)} . Here k = u(2) and its center as a subalgebra of hc has the
form

diag(0, e, e, -2e, -e, -e, 2e).
We get three positive t-roots, thus three unknowns for the Einstein equation:
gi = g(EE¡,

E-tl)

= g(EEl,

E-e2),

g2 = g(E_(El+El),

E{£l+e2)),

gi — g(E2e,+e2 , E-(2e, +e2)) = g(Ee¡+2£2 > -E-(ei+2e2)) •

In this example there are "long" and "short" roots a and ß whose relation is
given by the Dynkin diagram of G2 as (a, a) —3(ß, ß). So we can normalize
by setting (fii, ei) = l and then compute gradually the structural constants
from the relation N2 ß - 9^2+l'(a, a) where p, q axe the largest nonnegative
integers such that ß + Ka is a root (-p < k < q). From Proposition 3 we

obtain
Proposition 10. For the space G2/U(2) the Einstein equation reduces to the
following system of three equations and three unknowns g\, g2, g3:
Ric(Eei, E-Et)

= i + l¿ + z4 (tV(s2
- (ft - ft)2)+ vv(g2
- (ft - ft)2))
= ft '
\g2g3
glg2
/
Ric(££l+£2,

E_{El+S2)) = l + i (¿(&2

3
Ric(E2Ei+e2, E_(2Ei+E2)) = 3+2

- (ft - ft)2)

1 /

+ 4^)

3

+ 4 ( ~g^g2^

= g2,

\
~ ^'

~ 8l)2))

= Si'

Theorem 11. The space G2/U(2) admits (up to scale) precisely three Einstein
metrics. One is Kahler, given by g\ = 1, g2 = 2, g3-3.
The two non-Kähler
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Einstein metrics are given by gi = 1, g2, g3, where g2 and g3 are the two
positive (real) solutions of the system

3ft2 - 9ft2 - 6ft2ft + 20g2g3 - 16ft + 9 = 0,
9ft2 - 9ft2 - 4ft2ft + 24ft - 16ft + 3 = 0.
Notice that in the examples (C) and (D) the normal metric is not Einstein.
The Kähler-Einstein metrics. There are two ways to decide which of the metrics
presented above are Kähler-Einstein. The first is the independent calculation
from the formula ft = k(a, ô), a e RM, where ô is half the sum of the
positive roots in RM - We refer to [B-F-R, pp. 626-627] for a proof of this
formula.
For the second, we can use the following necessary and sufficient condition
for the metric g in Proposition 1 to be Kahler with respect to a choice of an
invariant complex structure. According to [Alek] the metric g is Kahler if and
only if the numbers ft satisfy the relations
ft + ft = ga+ß ,

a, ß,a

+ ß eRt,

(we also refer to [A] for a detailed proof of this relation).
It is easy to check which of the solutions presented above satisfy these relations, so we can identify the Kähler-Einstein metrics. It is also possible to
simplify the systems of Propositions 4, 6, 8, and 10 by using the relations
ft + gß = ga+ß , m which case the solutions of the new systems are the Kähler-

Einstein metrics.
6. Isometric

and nonisometric

Einstein metrics

Here we examine which of the Einstein metrics presented in §5 are isometric.
According to the variational approach to Einstein metrics, the critical points
of the total scalar curvature functional T(g) = JMS(g)dvo\(g)
on the space
of Riemannian metrics of Volume 1, are precisely the Einstein metrics. In this
case the Einstein constant c in the equation Ric(g) = eg is equal to S(g)/n
(n = dim M) [Mu, p. 522]. Thus if two Einstein metrics with volume 1 have
different Einstein constants, then they can not be isometric. So in the following,
when we say that we compute the Einstein constants, we mean that we take the
explicit solutions of the Einstein equations, normalize the volume, and then
calculate the Einstein constants from (any of) the equations.
We now turn to our examples. If the integers « i , «2, «3 are distinct,
then the metrics of Theorem 5 are not isometric since their Einstein constants
are different. The volume is given by ft2"1"2gf"'"3ft2"2"3.Notice though, that
if «1 = «2 (say) then we get Alekseevsky's Proposition 2.3 [Alek], where the
metrics (a) and (c) are isometric.
In Theorem 7 we gave three classes of Einstein metrics: the normal metric, the «!/2 Kähler-Einstein metrics, and the « new metrics. The volume is
given by fT gfj >an(iwe 8et me same Einstein constants only among the KählerEinstein metrics and among the new metrics. All the Kähler-Einstein metrics
are isometric via automorphisms of SU(n)/T,
T a maximal torus, which correspond to elements of the Weyl group of SU(n), and the same is true for the
new metrics.
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In Theorem 9 the volume is given by f2r"2g2m2«^(w_1)«fm_1),
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and we get

the same Einstein constants for the pairs of metrics (a)-(b), (c)-(e), and (d)(f) as well as for the Kähler-Einstein metrics (g), (h), (i) and (j). All these
constants are different among themselves. Now, there is an automorphism
of SO(2n)/U(m) x U(m) corresponding to an element of the Weyl group of
50(2«) which has the effect (on an invariant metric) of switching «i and «2 •
There is an automorphism corresponding to an outer automorphism of 50(2«)
which has the effect of switching / and g . Hence, any two of our invariant
Einstein metrics which have the same volume are isometric via such automorphisms. So for S0(2n)/U(m) x U(m) we obtain four nonisometric invariant
Einstein metrics, one of which is Kahler.
Finally, by approximating the Einstein constants numerically in Theorem 11,
we see that they are all different.
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